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Chemical ·Confab H-eld
SUBTo Provide'Chemical Conference Held
OnMSM Campus Nov. 22MSM 'Bailies In Debate Tourney
Debaters from twenty-two col-· ., Recreati on
leges and universities performed in man, Columbia Ba_sm J. C:, M~n- A conference on the use of X-~.)----------------
the annual Columbia Valley De- tana School of Mines, Universitv With the completion 7>fthe new ,_pays as a research tool was held at
bate Tournament November 14 and of Washington, North l?akota student union building, the students, the School of Mines on Saturday,
15 at Washington State College in State, W hit w 0 r ~1;, Wa~hmg~on here at the Mines will have various November 22. This conference en-
Pullman, Washington. State College, PaCIfIC University, forms 'of new recreation. The build- abled the people actively engaged
The meet, featuring approxim- Northwest Nazare~e, Lower ~o- ing provides for plenty of space in: in X-ray research to exchange
ately 200 debaters, began Friday lumbia, and Yak 1 rn-a and BOIse the basement for recreation facili- ideas and make mutually helpful
with the question "Resolved: that J. C.'s. ties for the students. suggestions concerning their work.
further development of nuclear There were two levels of d,eba.te'1 That interest is great in various
'd s d VI The types of recreation have notweapons should be prohibited by in both men s an :w?~en I - phases of X-ray crystallography in. . Th f dIVISIOns were been decided upon yet .. There will .International agreement." srons.. e : our .' . . Western Montana was shown by
St d h 'th' ult 's eenior (debaters WIth three be very limited funds after the new,u ents, toget er WI lac y men s . b ildi ltd Th f " the attendance at the conference of
tnembe'rs from six states arrived yea r 's experience - champion), . UI hlng ISdcomp e e. ere f'ind 30, people from three units of the' k zi th" 'J'unior (practice or students If t e stu ents act now to In,on campus to spea (In e SIX men sf" f d th University system and two divi-. t ith 0 e or two years' experience) some w.ay 0 raismg un s eyrounds of debates. They represen - WI n hamni d could buy the recreation equipment sions of the Anaconda Company.
ed: Saint Martins, SOIJther'1, Ore- a.nd wome:n's ; amp~~;n. pr:~- that they want. There will be ade-' The first speaker was Dr.
gon College of Education, Gonzaga, tice. ~ntrIe~ rom, divi m . equate room for two or three pool' Charles N. Caughlan from the
Seattle University, Pacifi;: Luther- c~ampl?nshlp mendsB'lllv~lO~ v..er~ tables several card tables and a State College at Bozeman. He
an College \ University of Oregon, DICkVincelette an 1 ur e, an .' ble i 'Th t t d th t th I h
U· .' . -sit f I i th ractice flight were Suzanne ping pong ta e m one rOOm. ere s a e a e genera researc
mverslty of Idaho, Umvelsl 't? m e pI' G . W 'd I is also a possibility of obtaining prograI)'l at the Bozeman campus
Montana, Carroll College, Whlt- Dunlap andh ary. dende. f 1'1 two rooms in the SUB for recrea- involved an effort to determine theA coffee our an ance, 0 oW-, . , . .
. F'd y's debates was held in' tIonal purposes, If so, there WIll be complete crystal structures of the
Ing 1'1 a. , , '1 bl f f til' dthe CUB Browsing library for all' lI?-0re space aval a e or recrea- our organo-me a IC compoun s
Participants to g-et better ac-, tion. Methyl Vanadate, tertiary butyl
'A f· t 't h d th t vanadate, ethyl titan'ate, and nickelquainted. . t Irs I was ope a a
Trophies were awarded to t~.e' small bowlin~ al.ley could be h~d .in tris-ethylenediamine sulfate.
winning team in ea,chlclass. Paclt- the SUB. ThIS Idea was .s'oon dIS-, These particular compounds are
ic Lutheran captured both the covered not to be practIcal. The of interest because each of the
men's and women's championships. loan was not big enough to have' central metal atoms is a transition
Pacific University took the wo- even one or two lanes in which to, element, and the nature of the
men's practice and the Univ~rsity bowl. Als? the noise fr?m the pins chemical bondin.g of transition ele-
of Idaho took the men's practice. and bowlIng balls would make a ments is not yet completely under-
lot of nO'ise in abuilding of this, stood. 'I
size. ,_ In describing the various steps in
Pool tables are very expensive. a complete structure determina-
Even card tables and ping pong, tion, Dr. Caughlan stated that the
tables would tax the immediate first step was the p'reparation of a
available funds of the students and, single crystal of the material.
also those funds which will be left This might be likened to the old
over from the general loan. If we: recipe for the preparation of rab-
want these kinds of recreation in. bit stew: first, catch the rabbit. In
our ,new SUB, we should start no,w' other words,. Dr. Caughlan ex-
to organ.ize and roraise funds to: plained that the crystals of these
purchase our new recreational compounds were so sensitive to
equipment. moisture that they had to be
, !~~m:tiic~ac~~::?~:t~~a~;~~~~S:~d
Hall Council Given' the crystals sealed off in glass cap-
, illary tubes "untouched by humanDisciplinary, Case ' hands." •
This p,rocess is so difficult that
only after many months of work
was it possible to obtain one good
crystal about 0.3 mm. in diamete ...
After the single crystal has been
obtained, th~ ne,xt step was stated
by the speaker to consist of the
operations 0If aligning the crystal
In the X-ray, ap:paratus, of record-
mg photographically the X-ray dif-
fraction pattern, and of identifying
the, various diffraction 'spots on the
film with the proper families of
planes in the crystal which pro-
duced each spot.
- Dr. Caughlan explained that in
this procedure, three different
types of apparatus were usually
used.
The simple cylindrical camera
with the crystal rotating within it
is useful for preliminary work be-
cause the diffracted spots all come
out on easily identifiable layer
lines which determine the value of
one of the Miller indices of the dif-
fracting planes. However._because
of an inherent ambiguity in the
assignment of unique values of the
other two indices to each of the
dififraction spots on the film, resort
is usually made to the use of a
Weissenberg camera.
This camera contains a mask
within it so that spots from only
one layer line are recorded; these
are then spread over the whole
film as a result of a synchonized
movement of the film parallel to
the axis of rotation of the crystal.
The interpretation of such a dif-
fraction pattern is more difficult
than that of the simple rotation
crystal pattern but it is unam-
biguous.
Finally one may use a preces-
sion camera which gives a direct
picture of the reciprocal lattice' of
the crystal althoug'h it might be
considered to be a mechanical mon-
strosity 'as it depends upon a pre:-
cessional ,motion (something like
that required to keep a hula-hoop
up) of both the crystal and the
film. One can, thus, read off the
Miller indices directly from a pre-
cession camera picture by visue.!
inspection.
Such a camera costs in the
neighborhood of $3000 and there
are p'robably not more than two
dozen of them in existence.
Dr. Caughlan po,inted out th!'.t
the camera which he used is owned
by the Bureau of Mines & Geology
of the School of Mines and that he
appreciated very much the spirit
of .cooperation' which exists be-
tween the two units of the Univer-
sity system, enabling him to make
use of this very valuable piece of
aparatus.
Data from the above step may
be used to calculate the size, shape
and symmetry properties of the
.(Continued on page 4)
Loan A,gre,ement
f:ompleted
The lOii'iiagre'ement for the con-
struction of the stu den t union
bUilding has arrived. The agree-
tnent, which 'is drawn up by the
Housing and Home FinaIlce ~gen-
cy, contains all the necessary stipu-
lations governing the construction
of the SUB. These, stipulations in-
clude such things as the building
fees and other guarantees. Among
these are income from this build-
ing, the dormitory, and interest
from othe,r s·0 u .1' c e s which ar,e
necessary security.
This loan agreement will go be-
fore the State Board of Education
for approval in January or Febru-
ary. When it is approved by the
BO~d, advertising for bids will
begin. Bids have to be advertised
once a week for three Iconsecutive
Weeks before the bids can be called.
It will be January or February be-
fore bids are called I and contracts
for construction are let., Then, as
soon as the weather is favorable,
the building can commence.
In order' to meet the finances,
one bond coverind the e'n til' e
atnount of $250,0"00will be issued.
As s'oon as feasible, the original
bond will be redeemed in favor of
denominational bonds, of $1,000
each. The total cost of $250,000
~in be paid off over a 40-year per-
IOd.
This government loan money, al-
though it is approved, cannot ac-
tUally be acquired until the con-
struction is 70 percent completed.
1'ha.t means that some interim fi-
~ncing will have to be done, that
IS, some bank money must be bor-
roWed for a few months at about
5 Or 6 percent interest.
The Metals Bank and Trust Fund,
Will be appointed as trustee in
~ha.rge of paying off the debt.--
Mineral CI'ub Takes
Rock-Hound Holiday
The Mineral Club took an all-
day field trip on Veteran's Day. All'
of the members came back with
quite a variety of ro.cks to add to
their growing collectIOns. :
The club members visited an old'
amethyst mine first and everyone,
collected a few ame'thysts.' Several'
very good and unusual s~mpl~s'
were taken. Danny TrboVIc~, m,
Room 319, has one that he w~ll .he:
glad to show to anyone who IS m-,
teres ted. "
The second stop of the day was;
for epidote and garnet crystals.
~gain the members collected ~am-,
pIes of each. Some good epIdote
crystals were taken but the gar-
net crystals were not too good.
Amethysts are rose or purple
co10red quartz and are- found more
often in the crys,talline form. They
are valuable mainly for gem
stones. .
Garnets are used for mexpen-,
sive gem stones and fo'r abraSIves.,
The name garnet comes. fro,~ thei
Latin "granatus," meamng lIke a,
grain. 'al I
E,pidote has no commerCI va ~e.
but makes an interesting sample I?
any rock collection. The name ep.J-:
dote comes from .the'Greek mean-
ing "increase," smce the base. of.
the vertical prism has one SIde:
longer than the other. ,
Two students were turned in for
making a disturbance in the Resi-:
dence Hall early Saturday llltO'l'll-:
ing. The HaIl Council decided the:
matter to' be a minor offense and:
assessed the penalty accordingly. '
The decision 'was then fo'rwarded,
to the Dean's office for approval.
The Dean responded by suspend-'
ing the students for a 'semester. '
Feeling that ,this stand was too
harsh, the students in the Resi-:
dence Hall called a meeting. Also
in attendence were Dean McAuliffe
and President Koch.
The students asked that the mat-
ter be returned to the jurisdiction.
of the Hall Council. After consider-
ing the details, Dr. Koch an-
nounced' Wednesday morning that
the incident would be turned back
to the Hall Council.
He also said, "We feel that it ·is'
perfeetly possible to obtain a co-
operative workiIlg organization'
whi<;h will be able to effectively
govern the Residence Hall." :
Coming Events
DECEMBER E 8 00 m room 216,
4 Joint Meeting of MSE and AIM , : p .. ,
Met Building
10 Basketball, Ricks' College (here)
11 Basketball, Ricks College (he're) Hall
18 Christmas Formal (Coeds), Museum
20 Christmas Recess Begins, 12 M.
JANUARY
5 Christmas Recess Ends
9 Basketball, N.W. Community College (here)
13 Basketball, Northem (here)
15 Basketball, Western (there)
19 Basketball, Northern (there)
30 Basketball, Carroll COlleg\(t~e~~~ge (there)
23 Basketball, N. W. Commu~/ C~llege (there)
24 Basketball, N. W. Communl Y
30 Basketball, Western (here)
Sae~d Speaks
The Boy Scouts enjoyed a speech
given by Esfandiar Saeed on N0-
vember 12 at the Congregational
Ch1,l.rch.The topic of Mr. Saeed's
speech was "Tlie Training of Boy
Scouth in Iran." He discussed the
differences between the training of
Boy Scouts in America and Iran.
Mr. Saeed is from Tehran, Iran, L. to R.: Dr. Charles N. Caughlin, College; Ralph I. Smith, Mines; Dr.
and is a graduate student in Min- Douglas V. Keller, Mines; Dr. John Hower, University; Dr. Jack Wehr-
eral Dressing. enberg, University.
,
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In the past years it has been a policy of the Amplifier to run at
least one editorial on school spirit. This is usually done in a style
like this: "Let's all back the team by getting out and cheering them
to victory.", Year after year this gets rather tiresome to even the
best of the Mines' rooters, Everyone knows that the football team, is cronies.
game; but it is always outweighed, outmanned, or plagued by injuri .
It is only natural for a student to say, "No, I don't want to go to the -Dear Fan,
game; we don't have a chance against teams of their size." These same T?,e same professor who was
students have the wrong attitude. The football or basketball players rak~g leaves at 8:00 a.m. the fol-
go out every night and work hard during practice to get in shape for lowing day.
the coming games. They sacrifice study time and duck out of labs
at 4:00' o'clock to go to practice. The least we can do is go to the
games and support the team.
A few of the older students are always saying, ."The school spirit
isn't like it used to be." Well, I for one agree. I've heard stories of
the Mines games played 15 or 20 years ago, of the good football teams
and how everyone feared to play the rugged Miners. This was good.
It made the students proud to say, "We're from the Mines." A winning
team always draws the students to the games. Everyone likes to see
his team win and no one likes to see them lose. But now we have to
'think of the players on the present team. They go out for the squad
every year, even though they know the team's record for the last five
years. Still they play every game with dogged determination to win.
If only the students who sit in the stands had thei{ determination and
faith, then we would have some real school spirit-and not that kind
produced only by a winning team.
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EDITORIAL
. Admonishment, Commendation, Exhortation
By GORDON R. PARKER
To be absolutely honest and fair as in all cases involving crime
and punishment this writer feels that the guilty should step forward
and confess any participation in rowdyism; for in all cases the inno-
cent, or even. the mildly guilty, must be protected if we are to have
reverence for justice, notwithstanding the fact that the penalty for
the true culprits would very likely have been unfair. Honest men, edu-
cated men, can do no otherwise and still retain the semblance of in-
tegrity. One feels good when one does. such. The truth indeed makes
men free.
Though the original decision of the administration, in the opinion
of this writer, was absolutely absurd, we must commend the final de-
cision of the administration which intelligently sought, after consider-
able deliberation, (and perhaps twinges of conscience), to arrive at an
equitable remedy. The fact that the administration, in, its final de-
cision, was willing to strain the quality of mercy, as it were, places
them on a higher pedestal of equity and justice. It was a difficult de-
cision to make, for as we know.. conditions In the Residence Hall have
often called for drastic measures in the interests of scholarship and
citizenship, which are the high provinces of an educational institution.
The writer feels that this final decision is wise, for intelligent people
often find themselves forced to qualify judgments; fools, never. Let
us resolve to be worthy of this faith in' our self-government. If we do
not, we break faith with those who trust us.
This school has enjoyed, in the past, a world-wide reputation,
which waned somewhat for a few years, but which we fe~l is reassert-
ing itself, surely on the administration and faculty level. This latest
and wise decision will do no harm in promoting Montana School of
Mines. However, the administration and faculty can not carry the
burden without students who are willing to cooperate in making the
best possible educational atmosphere. It is now-it has always been-
the students' responsibility to .respond with their best social and aca-
demic behavior. If not, we obviously fail our purpose. We go forward
together, or we do not go at all.
LITTLE MAN ON®CAMPUS
~
Inquiring Reporter
Question: What do you think of
Gus Coolidge's proposed plan for
the blast?
Answers:
Bob Rask - "I think that it is
a good plan, inasmuch as the pro-
fessors should be able to take 8
little ribbing, but of course within
limits."
Kelly Hemmert - "I agree with
the plan."
Dan Trbovieh - "I think that is
a good idea."
Dr. McLeod - "As long as the
blast has good clean entertainment
I think it would be a good idea.
There might possibly be a change
in the title of the affair, but as
long as it is only a good clean var-
iety show, I don't think anyone
would object."
Ross Wayment - "Yes, I think
it is a good idea. You'll find a lot
the _of difficulties putting it over,
though, because the students just
murmured. don't have time to practice. Also,
this kind of a program would be
hard to organize, but maybe a
compromise could be drawn.
Robert Wylie - "Sounds wond-
erful!"
Mr. S. L. Groff - "Tremendous!
Rib the faculty all you can. The
fa cui t y would probably enjoy
laughing at themselves with the
students.
Dave Rasmussen-"A tame blast
wouldn't be a blast!"
Al Mondlak-"That's right. Man,
if we're going to blast, let's blast!"
Prof. Cox - "I think that the
blast is a good idea just as long'
as it is kept funny."
Gert's
Guidance
Funny _Ha! Haws!
A professor whose theories were
always open to doubt, but' who
nonetheless found many and de-
vious ways of proving them, was
lecturing at a university.
"On my right hand." he said to
his students, "I have a flea. I now
order him to jump over my left
hand. As you see, the flea obeys
me. Now," he continued, " I re-
move the legs of the flea and order
it to jump. You note that it does
not jump. Therefore, we have the
scientific proof' that a flea whose
legs are removed becomes deaf."
Dear Aunt Ge·rt,
What "prominent" professor in
the mineral dressing department
recently proved to a group of stu-
dents that leaving your car lights
on all day will run down your bat-
tery?
A bewildered student
Dear Bewildered,
Look for a high-strung professor
with low voltage.
Dear Aunt Gert,
What famous professor of petro-
leum engineering is forced to seek
outside work at the Vegas Club on
Saturday nights as an entertainer?
Though his rendition of "Up a
Lazy River" was not in the style
of Louie Armstrong, it was a tre-
mendous success with some of his
*
A young surgeon and his wife
were walking in the park one day.
A curvacious, vivid blonde passed
them and spoke to the doctor.
"How did you meet her, my
dear?" the wife asked.
"Oh, professionally," was
reply.
"I see," his wife
"Yours or hers?"A fan
* *
Aunt Gertie
A college student arrived at the
Pearly Gates where St. Peter asked
him who he was. When told he was
a L. A. Student, St .. Peter said,
"Go to the Devil." Some time later
an ag student arrived, and upon
being asked who he was, replied
that he was an ag student; He was
told to go to Hades. The third stu-
dent arrived at the Pearly Gates
with his slide rule. When asked
who he was, he .replied, "I'm an en-
gineer." Whereupon St. Peter said,
"Come in, son, you've been through
Hell already."
Dear Aunt Gertrude,
I'm so glad I'm color blind! You
see I'm the only student passing
Freshman English. The professor's
color combinations are' so distract-
ing, the others have to wear dark
glasses and can't see the board.
Colorblind
Heard In
The Halls.
,,: * *
• •
His letter from Italy read: "Am
enjoying Florence immensely."
His wife wrote back: "You can
stay in Europe. I am having a
good time with Oscar."That a certain Prof is seriously
considering giving a Technical
Writing course f 0, r Student
Wives.
That the Dean's absentee' list for
November 26 was unusually
large.
That the Coffee Shop has a juke-
box.
That three Miners have been sleep-
ing on the dorm roof.
Of all the "Give me a sentence
with a word" jokes we've heard,
we give the prize to the lad that
put effervescent and fiddlestick in
one sentence, "Effervescent enough
covers on your bed, your fiddlestick
out."
Is It True ...
That a certain Prof was hanging
around the natural gas lab?
That a Mobilgas employee buys all
his gas from the Texas Com-
pany?
That it's smart to take a luneh
when making a phone call in the
dorm should circumstances pre-
vent your departure?
That hockey practice is underway?
That conjugating "cut" in German
gets a little confusing, Dart?
Great Novelties
No matter where we go on the
MSM campus, we are reminded of
the .school itself and just what
kind of a school it is.
Many people might say that this
is not true of the library, main-
taining that a library is a. library
is a library.
To cure yourself of this illu-
sion, some day when you are in
the library, let your mind wander
as well as your eyes and you are
likely to find that you are, even
there, reminded of the school in
somewhat the following manner by
the titles of various books.
Hell's Half Acre-Need we explain
They Were Expendable-Physics
The Gathering Storm - Semester
Finals
I, The Jury-Dean's Office
English I-Mechanics & Electricity
Dept. '
We're No Angels-Students
The Enemy Below-Mining Dept.
Crime and Punishment-The Ad-
ministration & Dorm Council
The Human Comedy-The Faculty
Comedy of Errors-Your last test
What to Wear and When to Wear
It-English Dept.
You Can't Go Home Again-Sem-
ester Grades
Classic Myths-Bull Session
Never run after a street car or a
woman, there will be another along
in a few minutes. There aren't so
many after midnight, but they are
usually faster. '
SPORTING GOODS OF
ALL TYPES
PHIL JUDD'S
85 E. Park St. - Butte, Mont.
GAY'S
Record Shop
16 WEST PARK STREET
Chuck Richards Remo Rochelle
Spier's Men's Store
DRESS RIGHT!
When You LOOK Your Best
You DO Your Best
17 N. MAIN - BUTTE,MONT.
-Records-
-Magnavox Hi-Fi-
-T.V.-
-Record Players-
-Service-
LYDIA'S
for Fine FoodsThe Bank For You
Since "82" FIVE-MILE PHONE 2-7000
-*- You Pay Less for Cash at •••
Metals Bank &
Trust Company
Farragut and Cobban
Sigma Rhos Feast
The Sigma Rho Fraternity held
their annual pledge party Sunday,
Nov. 9, at the Vegas Club.
Those who pledged into the fra-
ternity at this time were Lee N01'-
dahl, John Chellew, John Frisbie,
William Halvorson, Dart Davis,
Ricardo Azocar, Alex Mondlak,
Dave Cadwell, and Robert Schnell.
Bob Hoy, Sigma Rho Archon ad-
ministered the pledge oath.
Dr. Koch gave a talk on frater-
nity life. In his talk he pointed out
several reasons why a student
should join a fraternity,
MAIN REXALL DRUG
Corner of Park and Main
PHONE 7525
BUTTREYS
SUPER
STORE
Montana Institution
WILLIAMS
Camera Shop
33 West Park Street
BUTTE, MONTANA
Complete
Photographic
Service
The Place To Go
For Brands You Know
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Nuclear Reactors
... ad iD'UJdieHU '7~ (foeate
such men and women. Special fel-
lowships are available to outstand-
ing graduates in engineering, phys--
ics, chemistry and biology who, in_
addition to their major studies,
have had physics courses including
atomic physics, and mathematics
courses including the calculus.
Training consists of a year's
graduate study in one of four des-
ignated universities, plus three
months' of intensive in-training at
either Oak Ridge or Hanford.
I will supply further information
on this matter to anyone who has
an interest in it.
About two weeks after the meet-
ings which I have described, senior
science and engineering students
and their professors were invited
to Arco for a visit. At this session,
so I have been informed, the en-
gineering and instrumentation
sides of reactor installations were
stressed. Several of our students
and professors attended and came
back feeling that they had had a
most valuable experience.
Students who desire information
of this kind relative to the Arco
project whould undoubtedly learn
things of value by talking with the
men who went on that visit.
The following students and fac-_
ulty members attended: C. F.
Bates, D. S. Malyevac, G. M. Max-
well, S. B. Peyton, J. W. Rasone,
R. W. Roberts, A. R. Rule, Dave
Walker, W. R. Wayment, D. W.
McGlashan, 'and T. S. Jordan.
genes of such a fundamental na- uents of, wastes are argon 41, io-
ture that geneticists fear for the dine 131, Cobalt 60, strontium 90,
future of the human race. .Sim- and the radioactive manganese,
ilar radiations are released from iron and cobalt found in rust
our atom-smashers in our research scales. "Hot" solid wastes are often
laboratories and from nuclear- immersed in deep tanks of water,
bomb explosions. and eventually are contained in
By DR. S. W. NILE At - Arco, such radiations are stainless-steel tanks which are
The Amplifier has asked me to under 'control at the expense of buried in the ground.
write this article based on my re- large amounts, of m 0 n e y and Stack gases release iodine 131
cent trip to Idaho Falls and Arco, through the work of many special- and -argon "41 to the atmosphere,
where I attended the Health Phys- ists. It will be most important for and such release to the atmosphere
ics Symposium and visited/he nu- all of us that industry be com- at Arco is controlled by a staff of
clear reactor installation on Octo- pelled to exercise similar control thirteen meteorologists. For cool-
bel' 30-31. when nuclear reactors become ing a reactor, water must be sup-
I represented the Montana widely used as sources of power. plied with a flow of from 24,000 to
School of Mines, while others rep- Safe radiation dosage limits are 90,0'00 gallons per minute. This
resented 48 additional universities fixed by radiation biologists who water is cooled and re-circulated,
and colleges of the West. The determine cell damage. but at Arco alone, 9Q.,DOO gallons
Atomic Energy Commission sent The units of measure are the 1'0- of water are lost to the atmosphere
its top men from Oak Ridge to entgen and the milliroentgen, units every hour by evaporation.
head the meetings which took originally established by X-ray Waste water and slightly "hot"
place. - scientists. The gamma-radiations wastes are poured into wells which
In addition to my responsibility released from reactors and emitted connect with an underground river
in reporting on Health Physics, I by radioactive atoms are similar to which flows through porous lava,
feel the need to point out certain X-rays. The roentgen is defined as where most of the waste is trapped
features of the visit which I be- follows: and where the radioactivity decays
lieve to be of special interest to "The roentgen shall be the quan- as time goes on.
students of Montana School of . tity of X- or gamma-radiation such Geologists superintend the dig-
Mines. that the associated corpuscular ging of deep -wells and use the
The Atomic Energy Commission emission per 0.001293 grams of air wells to study the rate at which
installation at Arco is very large, DR. S. W. NILE produces, in air, ions carrying 1 radioactive wastes travel. Biolo-
Occupying 430,000 acres, plus 100,- electrostatic unit of quantity of gists and ecologists study the ef-
000 acres now being added. Sixteen The watchword is "control," and either' sign.' (National Bureau of fects of absorption of wastes by
nuclear reactors are already in op- without hig'hly-trained personnel Standards definition.) plants and animals throughout the
eration and' seven more are being and, instruments, control would be, At the present time, a dose of entire region- They test milk pro-
finished, so that an additional re- '. ibl 600 roentgens abso-rbed all at once,' duced on ranches along the Snake
actor will go into operation during impossi eo: or accumulated over a period of River as well as the river itself.
each of the coming seven months. I was also impressed by t?e ~act time, is considered fatal. The The bones of animals are tested,
All told this makes the greatest that practically all of the scientists ; smaller unit the milliroentgen is as are the thyroids, for damage
concent;ation of nuclear reactors and engineers I saw were young one-one thousandth of the roent- which may have been caused by ab-
known to exist at the present time. men, in their thirties or, at most, gen. sorption of radiation.
The appearance of the place is early forties. The older men were At Arco, the safe dosage' per So far as can be seen,' all is
quite deceptive, for it is located in at the top, such as the men who work-week is judged to be a maxi- tinder control at Arco.
desert country some 50 miles west were sent from Oak Ridge. to su- mum of 300 miliroentgens (mr.) I came away with the firm con-
of Idaho Fails, and the buildings pervise the meetings. Some of the new equipment re- viction that we are lucky to have
are separated from one another by The operation and use of a reac- leases from 70 to 80 mr.z'hr., while such a staff of well-trained, con-
such large distances for safety that tor setup grave problems and re- in some vaults as much as 720 mr. scientious menon the job, men who
at first glace one just cannot real- sponsibilities for those in charge. is released per hour. are deeply interested in their jobs,
ize the large number of activities Such matters concern us, too, all Therefore, for every worker an men who have not missed a trick
Which are going on there. of us. To see this, better, let us accurate -record is kept of the as far as I was able to see.
Just to mention two of them I take a closer look at what goes. on amount of radiation he has ab- The importance of teams is to be
V-isited, one is a test-reactor hav- in a reactor. . sorbed each day. stressed, as much at Arco as in
ing a power level of 40 megawatts, Inside a reactor we make use .of To do this, each one wears a pho- present-day scientific and indus-
the other a test-reactor having a neutrons, which are about the s~ze tographic badge or some electrical tr-ial laboratories. For example, the
Power level of 175 megawatts. of a hydro-gen nucleus, but WhICh variety of dosimeter. At the end following is the make-up of a
Some 1700 people are employed are free of electrical charge. These of the day's work, each badge or single waste-disposal team:
there by just one of the contracting uncharged particles are swallowed dosimeter is "read" and interpret- Geologist
companies which operates some of by nuclei of other atom~, such as ed, and the result recorded. Health Hydrologist
the facilities for the Atomic En- uranium 235 or plutonium, con- physicisits are on duty everywhere, Meteorologist
ergy Commission. Yet, in appear- tained in uranium fuel-rods. and their WIOrdis law. Ecology group
ance from the highway, one sees These atomic nuclei are then af- No one may go near a reactor or Chemist
Scattered buildings apparently iso- flicted by indigestion, and split up near a research facility until that Similarly, here is the make-up
lated in large expanses of sage- into two large atomic chunks, re- space- has been tested and judged of a single team charged with the
brush country. leasing a new supply of neutrons to be safe- by the health physicst, 'study of internal dosage:
At Arco, work' of great import- and setting free a large ~mo~nt .of In addition, radiation detector in- Health Physicist
ance is being done along many energy. To be most effective m dIS- struments and alarm systems Mathematician
lines. rupting other uranium or pluto(l" abound. Physicist
Nuclear reactors are being stud- ium nuclei, these newly-released Waste disposal is a most im- Chemist
ied continually, around the clock, neutrons must be slowed down by portant problem which requires the Urgent need exists for highly-
to find out what goes on inside the a moderator, which may be graph- use of men trained in various fields trained health physicists, and the
reactor; to determine the safe ite or water. . of science. Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
levels at which they may be opel'- To keep neutrons from escapmg Some of the bothersome cons tit- Studies adm-inisters the training of
ated; to study what happens to· from the reactor, reflec~ors made
tnetals and other constituents of of beryllium and alummumsur-
reactors when they are under nu- round the whole affair.' ~o prevent
clear bombardment and under the the reactor from runmng away
stresses and strains due to pres- with itself and producing an ex-
Sures'inside the reactors; and to plosive situation,' abs?rber ro~s
study the valuable radioactive iso- made of cadmium are mstalle~ m
topes produced in the reactor· and the reactor to absor~. a deSIred
how they may be controlled and number of neutrons.
Used. To keep' the whole reactor cool
It was here that the nuclear requires the circulati?~ through
power plant for atomic submarines the pile of large quantitIes of wa-
Was developed. This summer, A~co ter. f' .
refueled the Nautilus after ItS Atomic fragments o~ the: lSSIon
spectacular journey under the po- process are highly radIOactive, and
lar ice-cap. . in fact large numbe.rs of atoms
At the present time the Westmg: present within the pIle are ma:de
house g~oup at Arco is testing the radioactive by the intense radIa-
nuclear fuel to be used by aircraft tion present. Hence the whole as-
C!lirriers now under construction. sembly must be shielde~ by a c~n-
.The highly-radioa«tive and valu- si'derable thickness of hIgh-denSIty
able fuel rods from the reactor are concrete to safeguard personnel.
being used to bombard with. radi- In addition, reactors produce
ation such things as foods, rubber, waste products in the lflorm ?f ~~-
plastics, lubricants, petr?leum cat- ids and gases, as w~ as m e
alYsts and pharmaceutIcal prod- circulating water. !hese wastes
ucts. One !reactor alone aceommo- must be disposed of m a safe man-
dates 500 experiments at one time ner so that not only personnel, b~11tl
_Within itself, and 30 more around all living creatures and plants Wl
the outside.
f be safe. .' . thExperimental equipment rom I the long-range VIew, It IS . e
aU over the country is shipped to pro~lem of safe disposal of waste
Areo so that use can be made of which causes grave concern. As. far
the many valuable radiations from as we can see at the present tIme,
the reactors. such disposal problems are under
The radioactive isotopes made control at Arco. The men wh~ :p,ro-
inside the reactors are sold to tect us all are ·he.alth flhYSICISts,
licensed research workers, of which biologists, geologIsts, ~eterolo-
there are now some 6;000. From gists, Hy~r.ologists, chemIsts and
3,000 to 4,000 sales of such isotopes ma,thematicians.
are made each month by the Atom- The, health physicist is' of great
ic Energy Commission, so' that. it is impoJ.:tance, and more will be, said
evident that the isotope busmess about him in what follows.
has become a large one. . Radiations released within the
Every visitor is greatly 1m- reactor and from atomic wastes are
Pressed by the complexity of all harmful in many ways, and can
that goes on around a reactor, by produce bone cancer,. barns, leu~e-
the large numbers of ins~ments ia thyroid destructIOn, ulcers, m-
he sees on every hand. Here mstru- :rn:al hemorrhages, blood-cell de-
tnentation comes into its own, for struction, cataracts and damage to
SUre.
Outing Club
ElectsOffic~rs
The Montana School of Min-es
Outing C Iu b, a newly-formed
school organization, held its first·
meeting on Monday evening, N0-
vember 17. The following officers
were elected: President, Force
Baney; Vice-President, David Ba-
ker; Secretary-Treasurer, Edward
Erickson.
The purpose of the club is to
foster increased activity and eco-
nomic ability by a group interest
in such sports as skiing, mountain
climbing, snow-shoeing, water-ski-
ing, and other. out-door activities,
It was also mentioned that there
was a possibility of incorporating
a Rod and Gun Club as a function
of the Outing Club.
The membership\is open to any
student or faculty member of the
Montana School· of Mines. Free
movies will be shown at futUTe
meetings and all persons inter-
ested in joining the club are in-
vited tp attend.
Our
,Support
Advertisers
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Spelunkfng in the Tobacco Root
Mountains of Southwestern Montana
By W. c. ACKERMAN
Speleology is the scientific study or exploration of caverns
and related features. On Sunday, August 10, an expedition
of this nature took place from Sheridan, Montana, on and up
the Mill Creek drainage into the heart of the Tobacco Root
Mountains. This mountain range lies between the Jefferson
and Madison River valleys in Madison County and forms a
rugged mountainous topography in southwestern Montana
between the two rivers. The mountain range derived its name
from the use of a plant the old-time prospectors dry-cured
and mixed with the leaf of the Larb, making a substitute for
tobacco, when tobacco was scarce, called Mullein.
The Ruby Valley spelunkers' ex- •
pedition consisted of the parby
chief, Don Albrecht, and five other
men, James Tolson, Ray Schaffer,
Dave Hanson of Sheridan, MQn-
tana, and Frank Crowley and W.
C. Ackerman of the Montana Bur-
eau of Mines a~d Geology at Butte,
who were on a routine mine exam-
ination in the area.
The cave was entered on a one-
inch rope through a small aper-
ture in the limestone. This entrance
was approximately 2 by 3 feet. The
entrance of the cave lies on the
side of a mountain at an elevation
of about 8,500 feet. The cave from
a geological viewpoint lies in a
metamorphosed limestone member
of the Precambrian" Cherry Creek
series of rocks, known also as the
oldest rock units in Montana with
an estimated age of almost two
billion yeM"s.
The small 'cave entrance O'pened
into a chamber 30 feet high, 15
feet across, and 20 feet IQng. An
inclined tunnel at approximately 50
degrees left the first chamber and
entered a secQnd large chamber at
a distance Qf 80 feet. This second
chamber was 100 feet in length,
about 10 to 30 feet across, on an
average, and contained two verti-
cal chambers. Ordinary lamps and
flashlights CQuld not reach the
bQttQm. The upper chamber CQn-
tained a few small stalactites
which hung frQm the rQQfsQf small
naves in the chamber walls.
W. C. ACKERMAN
A lamp was IQwered Qn a Qne-
half-inch rope to' determine the
depths Qf the abyss below us. The
lamp descended to' a depth Qf 80
feet at which PQint it rested Qn
an inclined platfo.rm. The authQr
!lQticed that frQm the platfO'rm the
abyss cQntinued at a steep incline,
and not toO' much could be deter-
mined. Inadequate equipment pre-
vented further explQratiQn. Stones
were drQPped to determine the
time that they toQk to' hit bQttom.
The time averaged between 4 _;tnd
5 secQnds. Allowing time fQr the
sQund to travel back to' the listen-
er, an average time Qf 4 seconds is
used to determine the distance:
This time factor was a.ppHed to'
the hQnQred law Qf physics by
which the distance Qf a falling ob-
ject may be determined from the
time it is released until it comes
to rest (distance = 1122, where
g = 32 feet per second and the
time 4 seconds). The distance cO'm-
puted to the bQttom of the abyss
is approximately 256 feet, which
will be the next sta.ge of the spe-
lunking operatiQns. It was noted
that stones dropped intO' the abyss
would at times ring a ben at the
bottom. This effect is achieved
when those limestO'ne cave forms
_ knO'wn as stalactites and stala,g-
mites are tapped in Qur more woll-
known caves.
The expedition chief and organ-
izer, Don Albrecht, then submitted
a plan which called for stulls to be
placed across the upper PQrtion of
the chamber above the abyss, on
which a platfQrm is to be huilt to
support a windlass. This windlass
will then be emplo'yed to lower a
man for the' next stage of explora-
ti6h--at a depth of 250 to 260 feet.
The second expeditiQn intO' the
cave took place 'Qnthe 13th Qf Sep-
tember. Materials and equipmeI!t
meanwhile had been acquired for
further explo'ration. A platfQrm
abQve the abyss was installed UPQ!l
which a small windlass was subse-
quently mounted. Safety belts were
fastened arQund the first vQlun-
teer, Bud Albrecht, whO' was IQw-
ered a distance Qf 150 feet inton
chamber 100 feet long, 50 feet
wide, and 50 feet high. The cham-
ber walls were cQated with' pu!"e
white crystalline limestone,. Tun-
nels 25 to' 100 feet in length led
from this chamber to' other cham-
bers, These other chambers were
of different sizes and tunnels led
frQm these chambers intO' Qthers.
Caved tunnels were encO'untered
which probably led to' still O'ther
chambers. Some tunnels and walls
of the chambers were cQated with
popcorn calcite crystals; others
were smooth, but highly variegated
with colo.r. These colors ran in
hues of green, yellows, brown and
orange.
Stalagtites were observed hang-
ing from the ceiling O'f several
chambers. The stalagtites were dif-
ferent appearing ft:om stalagtites
found in other limestone caves in
that they appeared more like the
broad blade of an historical Mid-
dle East sword.
Further exploration was discon-
tinued when caved-in conditions
were encountered. Everyone no-
ticed, on standing still for a short
period of time, that the tempera-
ture within the cave was cold; and
on emergence from the cave Qne
welcomed the bright Septembe'r
sun.
The pictures show the emergence
of the spelunkers at the surface or
entranc·e to the cave.
Conyiyia I Coeds
Collaborate
"I dO'n't care whO'you are, Coed,
get that glitte'r off my nose!"
"We've .all gQt white spots on
Qur hair now!" "Get with it, you
clods!"
These are some of the cries issu-
ing from the coed room where
plans are already underway for the
Christmas Formal, a no-cO'rsage
dance, which will be sPQnsoired by
the Coed Club on December 18 at
the Museum Hall.
The girls are hoping that this
dan-ce will be the biggest and best
of the year.
The theme is Christmas Silhou-
ettes, and will be carried Qut in
silver and blue.
VQlunteers for the committees
are as follows:
Lighting: Linda Lewis, Judy Del-
moe.
. Decorations: Jacquie Trythall,
Sandi Maddock, Sandy McGonigle,
Billie Todd.
Special Committee: Gail Madeen,
Sandi Maddock, Jeannie Sigurd-
SQn.
Punch: Judy Delmoe, Jacquie
'Drythall, Suzanne Dunlap.
Advertising: Linda Lewis, Judy
Delmoe, Jeannie Sigurdson.
Refreshments: Dolly McCallum,
Gail Madeen.
Because Christmas trees and
pine boughs are an essential part
of the decorations, the coeds are
planning a tree hunt on December
14 if a truck can be obtained. A
chili supper will be serVed after
the hunt.
CHEM CONFERENCE-
(Continued from page 1)
Thus, he expects to investigate
the structure of calcium metal us-
ing material Qf as high a degree of
fundamental unit cell of the crystal purity as possible in an attempt
-the smallest repeating unit in "to resolve this problem.
the crystal. Such a unit cell may He' stated that he intended to use
contain one or more molecules
ithi 't a technique which involves the
W1 n 1 • . . - growth of a single crystal of the
. In order to' determl~e the P{)SI- metal in a capillary tube above
tions of the atoms WhIChmake up WO°C and then examine, its struc-
the molecules wi~hin the unit cel.l, ture at lower temperatures. He
Dr. Caughlan pointed out that. It will then repeat this process of
was .~ecessary to I?easure the in- crystal growth at other lower tern-
te~ltIes of the diff!"acted spots. peratures in the hope that he will
ThIS may be do~e VIsually or by be able to determine, the tempera-
the use of a densitometer. ture at which these' various single
For the highest precision, the crystals become polycrystalline,
diffracted SPQts shon~d be :ecorded Dr. Keller also presented evi-
on several Iayers Qf film WIth what dence to show that in addition to
is called an integrating camera. the question of the existance of a
After the intensities od' the spots hexagonal phase for calcium, there
have been measured, the final and is an anomalous thermal transition
most difficult step in a complete in the metal in this same tempera-
structure determination involves a ture range which is apparently not
calculation of the electron desinty connected with any change in the
at all points in the unit cell. crystal structure. He also hopes to
This, of course, tells where the var- investigate this phenomenon in his
ions atoms are since heavy atoms work.
(atoms of high atomic number) Discussion of this phenomenon
have more electrons around them by the members of the conference
than light atoms. raised the question whether this
Each electron in the unit cell anomaly might be due to some mis-
scatters the X-ray waves so that int~rpretation of experimental data
the scattered waves from electrons or to some sort of a second order
in different -points in the unit cell transition.
interefere with each other to give Dr. Keller stated that he thought
diffracted or scattered waves of the evidence for this anomaly was
different intensities in different di- such that it was a real property of
rections of scattering. the calcium since some German in-
It is comparatively an easy task vestigators have measured its en-
to calculate the intensity of scat- trO'P'Yof transition.
tered X-rays from a known ar- The third speaker on the pro-
rangement of electrQns in the unit gram was ProfessQr Ralph I. Smith
cell,. since one can add together the o.f the SchoQI of Mines.
weights of the waves in various di- Before discussing his own re-
rections by geometrical construc- search program, he gave a brief
tions, and then square the resultant description of the X-ray equipment
amplitudes to obtain the intensity. avaliable at· the School of Mines.
On the other hand, the converse In additiQn to the precession cam-
prQcess of locating the electrons era, he indicated that there were
from .the known intensities is ex- the following majQr items of equip-
teremely diffi1!Ult since the inten- ment in the X-ray laboratory:
sity of the diffracted wave does not A Phillips Diffractomter, flour-
tell whether the resultant ampli- escent spectra analysis equipment,
tude was positive or negative. a gas flQWproperotional counter, a
Dr. Caughlan explained that this scintillation counter, and a Hayes
problem was attacked by a combin- X-ray unit.
ation of chemical intiution as to He stated thltt these machines
where the atoms might be in the could be used with X-ray tubes o.f
unit cell, along with calculations several different target materials
involving expansions of double such as copper, tungsten, and co-
Fourier series. baIt.
These calculations involve corre- Professor Smith then described
lating the intensities of more than his work using X-rays to identify
one hundred SPQts with the scat- and characterize clay' mate.rials.·
tering due to the electrons from as The importance of this work is in
many as one hundred or more developing a rapid method which
atoms. Dr. Caughlan then ex- may be used to evaluate clay de-
plained how he employed an I.B.M. posits in various parts of MQntana
650 computer to make these calcu- in terms of commercial use for
lations. bricks, china ware, and as a source
He indicated that this computer of alumnia from which to' extract
can make approximately 12,000 aluminum metal.
calculatiQns per minute using up to Professor Smith indicated that
ten digit numbers. Even with the the various clay minerals such as
use of this calculator, he indicated kaolin, montmorillonite, and chlor-
that a complete· structure determ- ite have a layer structure with a
ination might require more than characteristic large layer spacing
six months of work. which helps to identify them. How-
Research at MSM ever; this l.arge layer spacing is
Dr. DQuglas V. Keller from the often variable either because ()f
Montana School of Mines was, the slight differences in the coposition
second speaker on the program. He of the iobs in the layers Qr because
described the nature of the problem of different amQunts of water in
of the structure of calcium metoal the layers.
which has led him to initiate a new He "also 'indicated that non-clay
prO'gram of research. minerals such as mica had large
Thus, he indicated that there layer spacings which add to tpe
were still problems to be solved ~n difficulty in a precise characteriza.-
what migb.t be cQnsidered to be the tion. Natural clays alsO' contain
relatively simple systems of the many non-clay materials such as
metallic elements. Dr. Keller then quartz, feldspars, and gypsum.'
presented a review of work dQne The identification of all these
on the structure and properties of materials are made by comparing
calcium metal up to the present. the experimentally Qbserved spac-
There seem to be essentially two ings with the spacings listed on
schools Qf thought concerning the A.S.T.M. cards for the pure sub-
structure of calcium. stances.
One school has ;found evidence to Professor Smith stated that sen-
show that calcium exists at room ior students George- Maxwell and
temperature with a face-centered David Malyevac are working with
cubic crystal structure which un- him on a project to make a prelim-
dergoes a transition at about 300°C inary separatiO'n of the clay min-
to. a hexagonal structure Which is erals by centrifugation and sedi-
stable to about 610'C. Above 610'C mentation in order to reduce the
they found the structure to be the complexity of the X-ray patte'm.
body-centered cubic structure. Dr. Jack Wehrenberg and Dr.
The othe,r school has presented John Hower discussed the research
experimental evidence to show that program in progress at the State
the face-centered cubic structure is University. Dr. We h r e n bel' g
transformed directly into the body- teaches a sequence of courses on
centered structure at 464'C. Thus, the theory of X-ray diffractiot). in
they deny the existence of the hex- the Department of Geology.
agonal phase, and state that the He stated that he is pursuing
results of the Qther workers were research of his own more in the
in error due to' the impurities in field of mass spectroscopy than in
the calcium metal. the field of X-ray analysis. -
Dr. Keller stated that it would Dr. John Hower, also in the De-
be nice to be able to believe the partment of Geology, has a number
results of this latter school, but of students working with him on
that a careful analysis of their by- various projects involving the use
pothesis leads to a violation o.f the of X-rays. He stated that he would
phase rule. rather talk about some work that
he alone was doing so that the stu-
dents might present the results of
their efforts at some later date'.
DJ.1.Hower has made an ex-
tensive study of the mineral glau-
conite in terms of its structure, its
chemical composition, and its mode
of origin .
He explained that galuconite is
the one sedimentary mineral which
is formed at the point at which it
is deposited and which is not
brought in from some other per-
haps unknown point of origin hav-
ing been formed during some pre-
vious and unknown time ..
He then described the structure
of glaucontie as consisting of a
sandwich-typ.e structure of alum-
inum ions held between two layers
of silicate ions. If some of the
aluminum ions are replaced by di-
valent ions, there is a deficiency
of positive charge in the sandwich
wich may be made up by the pres-
ence of potassium ions on the top
and bottom layers. These potas-
sium ions can, thus, hold two sand-
wiches together.
This process leads to stacks of
sandwiches held together rather
loosely by the monovalent potas-
sium ions.
H there is very little substitution
of divalent ions for the aluminum
ions, then there are very few po-
tassum ions between the sand-
wiches, which are held together so
loosely that merely polar ions such
as water molecules can enter the
space between the sandwiches and
swell the' whole structure.
In addition to water, ethylene
glycol and glycerin have the abil-
ity to swell the glauconite struc-
ture to differenft extents. Thus,
rather than _go through a compli-
cated chemical analysis, Dr. Hower
is able to make an estimate of the
amount o.f divalent ion substitution
present in a sample of glauconite
merely by measuring with X-rays
the amount O'f swelling which it
undergoes when these various
swelling agents act on the sample.
He then indicated that the extent
of expansion of the layers also de-
pends upon whether the sandwiches
are held to'gether only by potas-
sium ions or whether they are held
together by both potassium and
sodium iQns. '
This enables him to draw conclu-
sions concerning the ratio of po-
tassium ions to sodium ions in the
sea water in which the glauconite
was deposited.
He indicated that preliminary re-
sults seemed to indicate that the
sodium ion cQncentration of sea
water seems to have increased in
concentration even in cQmparative-
ly recent geological times. This is
in apparent contradiction to the
generally accepted view that the
salinity of the sea water has been
relatively constant for a long pe-
riod Qf geological time.
There is, of course, the possibil-
ity that although the total salt con-
centration of the sea water has
been relatively constant, the ratio
of sodium ions to other ions has
changed ..
Dr. HQwer described the method
of preparation of the samples by
the ultrasonic dispersion of the
glauconite sample and then filtra-
tion of the dispersion in order to
line up all of the particles so that
the sandwiches would be parallel.
He also described two methods
of measuring the a~e of the sam-
ples by radio-chemical dating. One
method involved measuring the ra-
tiQn of argon gas trapped in the
sample to the potassium ions in the
sample. Another method depends
upon the ratio of strontium 87 to
rubidium 87.
After the conference an informal
discussion was held and refresh-
ments were served. All meetings
were open to the public.
Geology Seminar
To Be Held
The next Geology Department
Seminar will be given on Monday,
December 15, 1958; in room 200
Main Hall at 4:05 p.m.
Mr. David Dahlem will discuss
Isotopes and Age Determination of
Rocks. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
The happiest farmer we know
his put his land in the soil bank,
his blood in the blood bank, and
himself on the creek bank.
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OrediggersStart Practice
For Piping Hot
PIZZA PIE
Calla Shea's
PHONE 9818
3710 HARRISON AVENUE
JOE'S BARBER"SHOP
HAIR CUTS
The Way You Like It
213 WEST PARK
•
Ready for a "Big Time"
This Winter?
·HOWABOUT
YOUR DANCING?·
DON'T LETpoor dancing ruin a
good party for you. Come to
Arthur Murray's now and learn
all the latest steps. You'll find
it's quick and easy to learn the
Arthur Murray Way. Be
sure of more
fun ... enroll
at Arthur
Murray's.
WILL YOU
ACCEPT A
% HOUR
'l~
TRIAL LESSON?
,ARTHUR MURRAY
BUTTE, MONTANA
105 East Broadway
Phone 5439
Western Rushed
Farthest -ln
MCC Grid Rac,e
•
Skaggs Drug Center
SERVE YOURSELF and
PAY LESS
Butte Flora I
27 WEST PARK
Phone 5431
The VEGAS CLUB
(Meaderville's Fin,est).....
The FINEST in
DINNERS and MIXED DR~NKS.........
Phone 908J
MSM Intramural
Basketball Begins December InterviewsThe Shell Oil Company will hold interviews on December 4,
9 a.m., in room 206 of the Petroleum building. Prof, Harnish. will
be in charge 01 interviews. Company interviewers will be: Mr. J.
A. Hatton, Mr. W. A. Scott and Mr. E. A. Davenport.
Interested in B.S" M.S.-Mining Engineers, Geological En-
gineers, Metallurgical Engineers and Petroleum Engineers.
Metallurgical Engineers-The Shell Oil Company, Manufac-
turing Department, needs engineers at the six United States oil
refineries. 'Technically trained graduates perform an interesting
variety of assignments:' They are also given the opportunity to
enlarge their skills in their technical field and to assume organi-
zational responsibilities in a growing industry (Mr. J. A. Hatton)
Geological, Petroleum,' and Mining Engineers-Graduating
, engineers will be interviewed for positions in the Crude Oil and'
Gas Production Department of Shell Oil Company. The work
covers all technical phases of oil and gas field development and
operating including drilling for, producing and handling crude oil
and gas and the processing of natural gas. (Messrs. E. A. Daven-
port and W. A. Scott) "
Cancellation-Hercules Powder Company.
Interview schedules must be completed' and company per-
so'nal data sheets turned in to this office by 5 p.m. the day pre-
ceding the interview. Bulletin board notices will be posted prior
to each interview and company literature may be obtained in the
Dean's office.
Pre-Science Fair
Meeting Called.
Compliments of
McCARTHY·S
WAR SURPLUS STORES
_ Butte-26 East Park
Anaconda-310 East Park
Dillon"":"Center and Idaho .
The School of Mines Orediggers i!.>----,------------
started practice on November 10 a total of sixteen games. Follow- . The remainder of the touch foot-
for the coming basketball season. ing the Ricks series, other ,Mines ball schedule will be played in the
The team has had several cuts, so games are as follows: spring. The schedule was canceled
far and one .more cut is expected Jan. 9, 10-Northwest Communi- because .of difficulties involving .
before the team is complete, ty College of Powell, Wyo., here. both weather and personnel diffi-
The team this year is being Jan. 13 _, Northern of Havre, culty,
formed around a nucleus, of four here first conference game. . Intramural basketball starts on
lettermen. They are Don Mahagin, Ja'n. 15 - Western of Dillon, December.1. Because the games
a junior from Butte; Lilburn. Lu- there.· were played after the .paper- was
eck, a senior from Ennis; Melvin Jan. 19 -Northern of Billin:;s, se'n,t to be published, we do, not
Bennett, a sophomore from Deer there. have the scores on the first eight
Lodge; and Don Roberts, a junior Jan. 20 - Carroll of Helena, games.
from Whitehall. Because of the there. There are ten teams in the pro-
lack of experienced players, Coach Jan. 23-24-Northwest Commun- gram this year. They are t;he Top
Ed Simonich faces the task of re- ity College of Powell, Wyo., there. Flights, the Goofs, Rho I, Tau I)
building the 'team from his small Jan, 30-Western of Dillon, here. Tau II, Tau III, the Faculty, the
nUcleus of lettermen. All members Feb. 2 - Eastern of Billings, Tap-a-Kegs, the Hawks, and Elbow
of the team except the four letter- here. Benders.
men are freshmen. Feb. 9 - Eastern of Billings, On December 8 the Hawks play
Coach -Simonich says the squad there. illi Tau II and the Elbow Benders play
needs a lot of practice and condi- Feb. 10 - Rocky of BI mgs, Tau I. On the 9th Tau II plays the
tioning. Several members of the there. ' Hawks 'and the Faculty plays the
team have been 'told to lose weight Feb. 16-Rocky of Billings, here.
I h Tap-a-Kegs.or they will be dropped from the Feb. 23-CarroU of He ena, ere.
roster. The lack of height and ex- -------
'perience are -hindrances that will
have to be overcome by a running
team. ['his calls for good condi-
tioning and much more practice.
The last cut will be made before
the game with Ricks College,
The candidates for the team are
Lawrence Pavlikowski, 5' 9", 136
Ibs., Chicago, Illinois; Jack Weav-
- er, 6' 3", 185 lbs., Three Forks ;
Terry Johnson, 6' 4", 165 lbs., Los
Angeles, Calif.; Mike Hines, 6', 190
lbs., Vallejo, Calif.; Mike Good,
6' 2", 170, Butte; William Lane,
6', reon», Three Forks; Don Ma-
hagin, 6' 2", 190, Butte; Ray Mar-
tinich, 5' 11'0; 170 Ibs., Butte; Bob
Boulter, 6' 3', 170 Ibs., Butte; Bill
Thompson 5 9" 155 lbe., Everett,
Wash.; M~lvin Bennett; 5 10", 180
Ibs., Deer Lodge; Lilburn Luec~,
5' 8", 165 Ibs., Ennis; Mal'vm
HaSh, 5' 9", ~60 Ibs., Butte; Har-
lan Higinbotham, 5' 8", 150 Ibs,.,
Butte· Don Roberts, 5' .11", 185·lbs.,
Whl~hall' and Al Herring, 5' 10",
165 Ibs., MCMindenville, Ore: .
The Miners open the season III
Butte on Dec. 10. and 11 against
Ricks College of Rexburg, Id~ho.
,The games will be play~d most~y
during the week days thIS year III
contrast to the week ends last
Year. This change has been ma.de
so that games will not conflIct
with the high school basketball
games. Also it is hoped that the
attendance wili increase over last
'Year's gates.
The tentative schedule includes
A word in modern usage which
is pressing hard for admission .in-
to the dictionary is the w~rd "hell-
Nearly 500 students and science uva."
teachers attended the pre-science But it has so many meanings
Tom Quilling of Rocky Mountain fair conference held in Butte High that it might take quite a few pag-
College, Billings, has. apparently: School Saturday afternoon, No- es to list them all. However, let
won the total offensive yard~ge vember 22, at 1:30. us list a few of its usages.
crown in 1958 Montana Colleg-iate Charles 6. Davis, principal of the. In the statement _
Conference football play.. . school, gave the welcoming talk. "It took a helluva long time." It
With all· schools but Carroll Gol-, The principal address was given by means "very."
lege, Helena, through for th: ~ea! Dr. M. A. Gold. Padraic Carmody, In - "That's a helluva job." It
son, statistics show that QUlllmg, president.of the Butte High School means "difficult."
a pass-slinging sophomore quarter- Science Club, outlined the purposes In - "That was a helluva thing
back, leads the, league WIth aver- of the conference, after which stu- .to do." It means "stupid."
age yardage per game of 1.11.5. dents heard talks in various fields In - "That's a helluva way to
Quilling is also the forward pass- of science, according 1'0 choice. - talk." It means "improper."
ing leader with 95.8 yards a game Speakers were John G. McCas- Considering its wide usage and
and .nine touchdown passes tossed. lin, atomic energy; Earl J. Peace, application, it certainly merits a
I HaVlre 'halfback Warren Karst botany and conserVation; Grorge place in the dictionary.
n, 'th a total McDon.aId, cnemistry,·. Joseph Dur- It's a helluva thing to leave itleads league scorers WI
of 52 points on ,,:ight to~chdowns oux, physics; F. N. Earll, geology; out.
and four extra pomts whIle spark- Dr. R. C. Haser, optometry; Wayne
ing Northern Montana College. Jones, phd~r:macy; dDr. hJ(}~n1 G.· SOME SENTENCES I'VE
. 1 th 1 ding gr:ound Kane, me Icme an p YSIOOgy; SUTITCHED IN MIDSTREAMKarst IS a so e .ea.. off 97 8 Adam Smith, mathematics and as- "
gainer of the lo~p, rlppmg . : tronomy and Dr. Kenneth R. Bur-' I'm sorry, but I'm saving this .Chuc.k Wagon
yards averaged m each game. .' ritt zoology. seat for ... sit right down, Miss.
Scotty Buckles, Rocky Mou~t~m, S'tudents from Butte, Butte' J un- ' * * *
College end, is the pass re~el~;i: ior, Boys Cerltral, Oirls Central, Listen, wis~ guy, how would you Drive lim Cafe
leader with an avera~ (} iO~I' Anaoondl!, Catholic Cent:aI, Helena,. like a 1>oke . '. o.k., O.K., leggo my and Lo.unge
yards a game. John ovas . 'Anaconda, Helena J umor, Powell i arm. !
Eastern Montana College ~f Edu-, County arid Sheridan High Schools: . * * * '---------- __J
cation, iBillings, is second WIth 27.7 took part. . I think I'll order the Lobster
yards a game. 'M 13 ' 'Plans were discussed for the Thenu ..... four-fifty, are they
Al Crul1l of ~ester~ o~ ~a, Butte Regional Science Fail' to, be. crazy!
College of EducatlO~, DIllon, ea s: held in March. '" * *
kickers with 39 yard~ a gamde a.~~, Butte High School Science Club You know very well we can't af-
Con Lacey of CarroU IS secon WI ,members on c·0m mit tee s which ford ... oh, stop waving my new'
38.4. ' , : served for the pre-fair conference fishing rod in my face and buy it.
Western had the best team aveI-. were: l~; * *.
age in rushing, ~37 a. game and Speakers _ Thomas Bennett,
R cky led in passmg WIth 124.3 an, Mary Lou Brown, Padraic C Car-
O:ting. Western was first in. to tal, mody and John Laity. T 0 'T t .
84 d chalked up ry ur Ias y . . .offe·nse with 2 yar s ' i Correspondence' _ Kathy Oehrle, * "
on an average weekend.. .: Luana Poad, Jean Ryan, Roberta Eighty miles an hour! Listen,of- BAKED HAM SANDWICHES
Eastern and Western tIed- WIth Otto and Carol Semiett. ficer, this car won't .. oh RADAR
scoring honors but Eastern played Registration-Sally Sievers, Wil- .. , well. . . WH JTE SWAN
one less game. : ma Platt, Myrna Chamberlain, 'I' '"~ * 3220 Harrison Avenue
E stern won the conference Grace Davis, Sheila Hill, Diane Hey, Aileen, there's, a black cat '------------- __ ..J
cha~pionship beating second-place; Meyers, Jeri O'Bi'ien, Carol Rieg-' in the garbage ... SKUNK!
Western 14-0. , ger, Sandra Mattson, Shirley Webb,: * * *
i Kathy Cooney and Jill Ritcher. " You see, I put just enough Eng-
(t . t and lady): "Are Room Arrangements .,.....D a I e Ush on the ball ... all- right, so
BellhoP' t~g~~ Would you like, Huhtanen, Charles Plate, Murray· it's in the gutter.
you ~ell se ~u~ wife?" : MOOll'e,Jack Harkins, Myron Mel- - '-, ':' .,'
anythI~g,,~rs Ysend up a postcard." jie, Ray Hodge, Ronnie Hunt~r, You show me an honest politic-
Gent. e , ; Gregg Berryman and D a v I d ian and I'll show you ... why,
~Broudy. . Senator, I didn't see you come in.
: Refreshments - Carle Chandles,
: Mary Lou Raymond, Jane Moriari-.
ty, Mary Pat Murphy and Linda
i Hoskin.
W Parle St. Phone 2-2208 i Serving- Karen Fowler, Margy
27 . BUITE, MONTANA : Dawson, Sandra Dye, DOl'othy WH-
L_-__;:--------:-----'! Iiams, Margaret Small and Ange-' ...--------------,
. line O'Leary.---------1
, "Th,e ,offsprillJg of la .s'itrug1!eil"31t,"
1 ,soated the !Lecturer, "crp.ayillJUIDber
s'eNel1allhundred."
",Gee whiz," CMllJe the s>iJaJl11:J1ed
. ex:c~amatiOlIJ.,"What wQlUldthe o.1lf-
:s'Pritrug of a ma\ITied rat ·be?",------====
THAT WORD "HELLUVA"
Stop switching channels and
shut it'. . . more contrast, that's
Anita Ekberg.
Engineer: "Gee, i am thirsty."
Date: "I'll get you some water."
Engineer: "I saiq thirsty, not
dirty." ,
TAYLOR'S
39 West Park Street
SHOES for the Entire Family
Always
Reddy
with Plenty
of Power!
New Element Discovered
In Chemistry Lab!!
"Symbol: Woo
"Accepted atomic weight: 120.
"Physical properties: Boils at
nothing and freezes at any min-
ute. Melts when properly treated.
Very bitter if not well used. '
"Occurrence: Found wherever
man exists.
"Chemical properties: Posseses
great affinity for gold, silver, plat-
inum, and precious stones. Violent
reaction if left alone. Able to ab-
sorb a great deal of food matter ..
Turns green when placed beside a
better-looking specimen.
"Uses: Highly ornamental and
useful in equalizing the distribu-
tion of wealth. Probably the most
effective income-reducing agent
"known.
"Caution: Highly exp"losive in in-
, experienced hands."
•
Compliments of
ED HORGAN
136 West Park
The FLOOR STORE'
CARPETS - LINOLEUM
TILE - DRAPERIES
701 Utah Ave. - Phone 2-2107
Compliments
of
OSSELLO'S
YOUR
G. E. DEAL.ER
Butte - Anaconda
CALL yon LOCAl
Mayflower
W.r.hou •• m.n
CHRISTIE TRANSFER
and STORAGE CO.
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American Student in Argentina Bamboo Curtain
• By SUZANNE DUNLAP
Learns QUickly That The . Are you fed up with being alowly, over-worked, unappreciated
United States Is Much Disliked !~~u~t~~e~~Z:O~ld~o~~~~~~~
up to the coffee shop.
The purpose of the coffee shop
is to provide. relaxation for stu-
dents between classes. Here stu-
dents can enjoy coffee and rolls
while visiting. I
The coed coffee shop is run on a
strictly business basis with a sys-
tem of debts and credits and a
charge account. (What woman
could do anything without a charge
account!)
The latest addition to the shop
is. a juke box with a large reper-
toire of the "nifty five hundred."
Sorry Art, no Nicki. In coimeetion
with the music, several requests
have been received for bamboo
shades for the windows and candle
light. This raises another question.
Is the coffee shop turning into a
"Hernando's Hideaway"? And if
so, would this interfere with class
attendance? Only time will tell, I
won't.
There for a while the coeds were
quite concerned with the occasional
appearance of mice.
- It seems the students were claw-
ing and kicking one another in an
effort to all stand on the tables at
once,
So before they were sued for
damages, the coeds began setting
traps. Two (mice, not coeds) were
caught and disposed of with the
help of the Copper Guards. How-
ever, at the last coed mixer one of
the two remaining mice ran right
.over the feet Of some student
nurses. As a result, the coeds have
changed their minds are making
pets of the loveable little creatures.
They are fondly known as AI and
Alice and live on coffee grounds
and cookie crumbs, which is often
the fate of those who frequent the
coffee shop.
Rumor has it they were really
danceing up a storm to the "Mick-
ey Mouse Mambo." on the juke box.
The only problem now facing the
coeds is what to do about the pop
bottles continually left on the table
tops. One possible solution wa~ a
sign saying: "Test your I.Q. Place
round objects in square holes."
This plan was abandoned, however,
when it was pointed out that there
were also square holes in the
lighting fixtures. So far the time
being at least, this problem must
go unsolved,
Although the coeds cannot af-
ford hula hoops for all their mem-
bers yet, it is felt even if a little
good will is created, the coffee
shop will have served its purpose.
So here are three cheers for the
coeds and there will be three more
cheers when they learn to make
coffee.
By Sol Biderman
One of the first lessons you
learn as an American student in
Argentina is that the United States
is among the nat i 0. n s most
thoroughly disliked by YOUlf class-
mates.
It's disillusioning, but at least
you know where yQUstand.
I'm an American student of Ar-
gentine history at the University
of Buenos Aires, but I find I spend
a good deal of my time defending
the United States against a heavy
barrage of criticism about "capital-
ist imperialism," racial discrimina-
tion, even crime comic books.
Unlike some other Latin Ameri-
can students,' the Argentines do
not express their hostility to the
United States through acts of vio-
lence. .
When Vice President Nixon vis-
. ited the University of Buenos Aires
during his tour in May, the stu-
dents here received him coldly and
skeptically. But there was no vio-
lence and only a few students boo-
ed him.
In marked contrast was the
cordial reception given to a. visit-
ing delegation of Soviet and Polish
journalists immediately after Nix-
on left.
The students are courteous to
American students and professors
and are very anxious. to. learn
about the United States from them.
But one political science professor
found that anti-American and na-
tionalistic comments in class. at
times impeded objective study of
political science.
A popularly held viewpoint was
expressed by one student at a cock-
tail party.
I said: "I believe the. United
States is seeking to defend the
free world and not just out to pro-
tect its own 'capitalistic interests',
as you claim."
He replied: "I dispute your use
Leggat Barber Shop
Where Mines' Stu.dents
Get Clipped
TOM and GpODIE
METROPOLITAN
Meat Market, Inc.
Wholesale and Retail Meats
101 East Park Street
BUTTE, MONTANA
Park & Excelsior
Service
OPEN 24 HOURS
Close to the School
HIAWATHA
TRAVEL SERVICE
23 S. Dakota - Phone 6573
DOMESTIC and
FOREIGN TRAVEL
Air - Rail - Steamship
of the term 'free world.' The So-
viet Union and other Communist
countries are just as free as you.
Your press and your government
are not free, but are controlled by
big capitalists."
This lad was not a Communist.
Sometime later I argued for
three hours with a group of Com-
munist students after a lecture by
Soviet writer Boris Polevoi at the
universit<,.
"How can you defend the Soviet
action in Hungary?" I asked them
at one point.
"And what about the Negroes in
the South?" an Argentine coun-
teredo
Finally, when we were all about
to. leave a girl shouted passionate-
ly, "In the United States the child-
ren become degenerate criminals
because they read crime books. I
don't want my baby to be exposed
to these tel' r i b 1e crime comic
books." .
The overwhelming majority of
the 70,000 students at the Univer-
sity of Buenos Aires are not Com-
munists. The Communists do not
control any 'Of the student govern-
ments of the university's several
faculties.
Most of the student governments
which are elected by student vote,
are dominated by a coalition of
Socialist and Nationalist students
called the Reformist party. The
second largest group is the Catho-
lic Student Assn., which is gener-
ally more favorably disposed to
the United States. '
President of the Federation of
Students of the University of
Buenos Aires is Carlos Barbe, 23,
a law student.
"Perhaps the most popular sent-
iment among the Argentines, stu-
dents in particular, is anti-imper-
ialism," Barbe said. .
Ite defines imperialism as the
political and economic activities of
principally the U.S. and British
governments and capitalists, par-
ticularly toward the underdevelop-
ed areas of the world.
The statement of principles of
the majority reformists group in-
cluding opposition to "all forms of
totalitarian rule."
The student government is not
controlled by Communists, yet it is
much slower to' criticize the Com-
munist world than to show disfavor
at the United States and Britain.
Student Wives Meet
The Student Wives Club of Mon-
tana School of Mines met Wednes·
day evening in the Coed Room.
Mrs. Walter Enderlin conducted
the business session, when plans
were made for a bake sale Dec. 6.
Following the meeting the, mem-
bers were entertained by a tape-
recorded discussion on th e Ameri-
can prisoners of war j,l Korea and
how the Communists tried to brain-
wash them.
Afterward, refreshments w ere
served by Mrs. James Donovan,
Mrs. James Wallace and Mrs. Rob-
ert Wylie, from a table decorated
in a Thanksgiving theme. .'
Marriage: Love parsonified.
Pessimist: A man who buys
more than one lifetime pen.
Hypocrite: A man who smiles as
he sits down in the dentist's chair.
Food Lockers and Service - Wholesale and Retail
.' ,..,....., .
Ist Grade Cut Rate. Gas
We Give S& H Green Stamps
2201 Harrison Ave. - Phone 2-5621 704 W. Park - Phone 2.6242
BUTTE, MONTANA'
Three Speakers
Address A-C S.
The Anderson-Carlisle Society
held its first meeting of the school
year on Thursday evening, Octo-
ber 23. Mr. Ed Shea, Chief Geol-
ogist for the Anaconda Company,
gave a short address on the future
of engineers in the mineral in-
dustry
Mr. Shea pointed out that dwin-
dling ore reserves and increased
consumption of metals would re-
quire more trained men in all
phases of the industry-from ex-
ploration through the mining and
milling of the' product.
On Monday evening, November
17, Mr. Mitchell and Dr. Holowaty
of the Inland Steel Company were
guest speakers at the November
meeting of the Society.
Mr. Mitchell gave a short talk
outlining Inland Steel's organiza-
tion and functions. Dr. Holowaty
spoke on his recent trip through
Russia when he was a member of
the first group of American scien-
tists and engineers to participate
in an exchange program with that
country,
He provided a very interesting
insight into the economic and po-
litical aspects of the country, high-
lighted with his personal experi-
ences while there. The address was
well attended and thoroughly en-
joyed.
At this meeting, the dates for
E-Day were established as March 6
and 7.
The date for the December meet-
ing is not definite as yet, but will
be announced as soon as a speaker
has been obtained. These meetings
are open to the public and every-
one is invited to attend.
An American school teacher on
her vacation rented one of those
little foreign cars with the engine
in the rear, for a tour of France,
All went well until she stalled one
day and lifted the hood to see what
was the matter. As she stood there,
staring down. in bewilderment, an-
other school teacher drove up in a
similar auto and asked what was
the trouble.
"Ive lost the whole motor!" the
lady wailed.
"You're in luck," the other re-
assured her. "Fortunately I seem
to have an extra one in my trunk."
BILL'S Men's Shop
FOR MEN'S AND
BOYS' CLOTHING
29 West Park Street
The motorist protested his inno-
cence when rebuked at the break-
fast table for his condition follow-
ing a night out with the boys.
"Oh, yes," continued the little
woman. "Then why did you run
your hand over the baby's head
and say: "The garage will hear of
this~ 500' miles and the tread's
gone already!"
An earnest college senior sought
out his English professor and ask-
ed: What would you advise me to
read after graduating?
Professor: The "Help Wanted"
column, my boy.
Co-ed College: Where the girls
go for facts and the boys go for
figures.
Salesman: A man with a smile
on his face, a shine on his shoes
and a lousy territory,
The Lone Ranger and Tonto
were riding on the plains when they
saw a band of 10,000 Indians rid-
ing toward them. TUrning to flee,
they saw another band of 10,000
Indians riding toward them from
the opposite direction. Looking to
the right, they saw still another
group. The Lone Ranger clutched
Tonto's arm: "What will we do
now, Tonto?"
Tonto shrugged: "What you
mean 'we,' white man?
Genius: Some other woman's
husband.
Howie's Supper Club
Charcoal Broiled Steaks
Bar-B-Q Ribs - Chicken
Sea Foods - Prime Rib
3544 Harrison Ave. Ph. 9741
Underwood Corp.
123 N. Main - Phone 2-3019
Typewriters • Adding Machines
Accounting Machines
Rentals - Repairs
The Len Waters
Music Co.
YOUR BEST MUSIC AND
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
Wurliher-Knabe Pianos and
Organs-Radio-T. Y.-Band
Instruments - Repairing
119 North Main St. Butte
Phone 7344'
Kissing is just so much chem-
istry, according to Douglas Walk-
ington, chemist for Canadian In-
dustries. It has to do with a crav-
ing for salt. The cave man found
that salt helped cool him off in the
hot summer heat. He found, too,
that he could get salt" by licking
his neighbor'S cheek. Also that it
was more interesting if the neigh-
bor was of the opposite sex. Then
everybody forgot about salt.
We bet 'Y'()IU'venoticed that some
,girLs 'have la hang'over the minute
they sit down 1001. the :ball'-room
'SitOOl.
White's Funeral Home
307 W. Park .. Phone 6531
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
PROTECTION"
R. E. Sayatovic, President
Know Butte. • •
EARLY' BUTTE DISTRICT HISTORY
In 1884 the monthly .payrolls of the eight leading mining
companies aggpegated as follows: Anaconda, $150,000; Lexington,
$50,000; Parrott, $40,000; Colorado, $35,000; Montana $55,000;
Moulton, $30,000; Alice, $50,900; Silver Bow, Bell and Dexter,
$60,000 o'r a total of $470,000.
The first public school was started in 1866. The first teacher
was a Colonel Woods, a talented musician, who taught the young
how to dance as well as read.
THE ANACONDA COMPANY
The first house was erected in Walkerville in January, 1877.
In 1878 the population of Walkerville, north of Butte, was 364.
In 1877 Divide, the first town south of Butte, boasted a popu-
lation of 100. To. the west the population of Silver Bow and Ger-
man Gulch combined was 50.'
The "Committee of Safety" in Butte City was organized in
the summer of 1882, when the frequency of midnight burglars
and assaults of footpads indicated the camp was infested by a
band of desperate' robbers.
FOOD BANK
-Ti$AVINGS ,CENTER"
SUPER MARKET
